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Kathleen Ramsay

From: Thomas Hanley <THanley@middleburypolice.org>

Sent: Wednesday, September 02, 2015 11:50 AM

To: MLaLonde@leg.state.vt.us

Cc: Kathleen Ramsay

Subject: Middlebury Intersection Issue

Rep LaLonde, 
 
The crash referenced in your message to Reps Sheldon and Nuovo occurred at the intersection of Main Street  and North 
Pleasant Street in Middlebury. (US Route 7 and VT Route 30, local roads, just north of Court Square) I forwarded the 
following data to our town manager and selectboard both on intersection information and on Mr. Rich’s concern. 
 
The Town studied this intersection several years ago. The concept of a roundabout was studied but determined to be 
impractical due to the grade at the intersection.  This intersection represents the classic Vermont problem of carriage 
roads not being engineered to carry motor traffic. Existing dirt paths were simply paved over and left in their existing 
configuration. The intersection and proximate approaches require significant (and expensive) study and engineering to 
bring these intersections up to safe highway and intersection standards. With several other major projects recently 
completed and in the planning, local resources are not available at this time to undergo enhancements. I remain 
available if you would like further information. 
 
Tom Hanley 
Chief 
Middlebury Police Department 
 
Accident History: 
 
There have been  7 traffic crashes at North Pleasant and Main Since January 1, 2013. 
 
1 crash involved an injury (car v motorcycle, the one Mr. Rich was involved in) 
6 minor property damage only 
 
Details: 
13-2287  A southbound car on N. Pleasant St stopped for a pedestrian in the crosswalk at the intersection with Main St 
and was struck from behind by a following car 
13-3725  A car pulled out of Main Street turning left onto N. Pleasant St and was struck by a southbound car 
14-1158   A two-car collision with minor damage at the intersection. No details. Operators reported the accident later. 
No police investigation. 
14-3910   A car stopped at Main St intending to turn left onto N. Pleasant Street started into the intersection, then 
stopped to grant right of way to an approaching car. In doing so was struck from behind by an ambulance (not 
responding to an emergency or transporting a patient). 
15-226  Car pulled out of Main St turning left onto N. Pleasant St was struck by a northbound car. The 74 year old driver 
claimed his view was obstructed by the large tree. 
15-540  A car pulling out of Main St taking a left turn onto N Pleasant St struck the back of another northbound car 
which had stopped in traffic. 
15-1774  A car pulled out of Main onto N. Pleasant when a southbound car was turning right onto Main St. The car 
pulling out of Main St was then struck by a  motorcycle which was behind the car that was turning down Main St. 
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The area of  Route 7 from High Street through Court Square and Main Street from N. Pleasant to S. Main Street is a high 
accident corridor. With various turning maneuvers, lane changes, stop and go traffic, conflicting traffic movements, sight 
obstructions, and intersections, a large proportion of the town’s accidents occur in this area. The intersection with the 
highest accident data is North Pleasant Street and Elm St, an intersection with clearly marked travel lanes and controlled 
by a traffic signal. When one considers the thousands of cars that pass through N. Pleasant and Main St  daily, X weekly 
X annually X 2 years and 8 months, the fact that only 14 of these vehicles bumped into each other is staggering. 
 
The accident numbers don’t rise to the level required by VTRANS to be considered a “high accident location”, however, 
there are considerable sight issues. First, the intersection is canted on an angle to the northeast, it is not a square “T” 
intersection.  The approaches are outside the normal viewing area for perception causing the drivers to look extremely 
to the right.  Second, the left turn lane on N. Pleasant northbound and vehicles stopped for the left turn onto nearby 
Short Seymour Street blocks the view of northbound vehicles approaching Main on N. Pleasant Street, passing the 
stopped vehicles on the right.  Third the presence of a crosswalk across N. Pleasant St adds more conflict for the driver 
exiting Main onto N. Pleasant St to deal with. Fourthly, the large oak and sign cluster at  Emma Willard “park” are a sight 
obstruction; Fifth, the driver on Main is at a lower elevation than traffic approaching from both directions which creates 
yet another sight obstruction.  I suspect the relatively low accident data is a result of drivers approaching a difficult 
intersection with caution, the generally low speeds on approaches to the intersection, and the courteousness of many 
drivers allowing vehicles to move out of the intersection. 
 
The suggestion of a  3-way stop at the intersection is in conflict with the theory of moving traffic out of a roundabout or 
rotary. A stop sign would have the effect during high traffic periods of backing up traffic into the Court Square ‘rotary’. 
An engineering study should consider the entire intersection area, including Seymour, Short Seymour, North Pleasant, 
and Main Street, its relationship with the rotary and with the idea of removing sight obstructions and turning conflicts. 
 
Mr. Rich’s complaint 
 
Mr. Rich was the driver of the motorcycle referenced in accident # 15-1774. He was complaining that the driver of the 
car that he struck did not receive a ticket. I pulled up the accident report and reviewed the investigation. The officer 
found the driver of the car at fault for the accident. It is clear that while the officer found the cause for the accident to 
be the car pulling out of Main onto N. Pleasant, there were mitigating circumstances that the driver, while perhaps 
negligent,  wasn’t acting with reckless disregard. The driver claimed, being on a lower elevation than the southbound car 
that was turning,  that she never saw the motorcycle behind the car. When the preceding car signaled and started the 
turn, she believed it was clear for her to proceed into the intersection. The officer noted in the report that she should 
have waited until the car had cleared the turn so she could see if there were any following vehicles. He did not 
recommend any court action. 
 
I spoke to Mr. Rich shortly after the accident. I explained to him that for all civil purposes, the officer found he was not a 
contributor to the accident, that the other driver was clearly at fault. The matter of whether a ticket is issued or not is 
irrelevant. I explained to him that in fact, sometimes a ticket can work against such a finding. I explained that in this 
court system, if an officer is unable to attend the hearing, the judge enters a finding for the defendant who is then, for 
all intents and purposes, not guilty of the offense charged. Or, if following a contested hearing the judge  finds for the 
defendant, it may complicate later civil proceedings for collection of damages. I also explained that in any event, the 
officer found the other operator at fault, but it didn’t rise to the level of warranting court action. The accident 
investigation was  reviewed and endorsed by the officer’s supervisor and on review I concur with the officer’s actions.  
 


